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Тест на артикль the с 
географическими названиями
Введите артикль the или «-» (нулевой артикль) через запятую

1. Maybe when we arrived at ____ Vatican?

2. Yes, you have to go to ____ Kiev!

3. The helicopter rose over the steaming lake and flew into ____ west.

4. ____ Africa and ____ Europe responded more sensibly but differently.

5. Why's it better in ____ East?

6. We spent extra time in ____ North America.

7. ____ city of Amsterdam is divided into six police districts, with each district 
responsible for its own territory.

8. Most people think it's the equator. I think it's ____ North Pole.

9. We could blow up ____ whole Western Hemisphere, but you know me.

10. ____ Milne Ice Shelf is the largest solid ice floe in ____ Northern Hemisphere.

11. He's been in ____ Australia.

12. He'd just returned from ____ Far East, was scared of mobilization and asked my 
help so that he would not be drafted into the army.

13. ____ Highlands are no place for a woman to be alone.

14. Had he had a good time in ____ France?

15. It was a warmish morning in the late fall in the foothills of ____ Caucasus 
Mountains.

16. Number one in ____ Italy and it was in the top ten in ____ France and in ____ 
Belgium and ____ Netherlands.

17. He's the son of a wealthy emir in ____ United Arab ____ Emirates.

18. You're painting the Prime Minister of ____ United Kingdom of ____ Great Britain 
and ____ Northern Ireland, and everything that great office represents.

19. This is the most secret Russian facility in ____ Republic of ____ Cuba!

20. I came back to ____ London on the first plane.

21. The victims appear to be from ____ Germany, ____ Czech Republic and ____ 
Poland.

22. How was ____ Florida?

23. There was a tremendous amount of bother over ____ Norway and ____ Denmark, 
which didn't seem to him to be worth quite so much attention.
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24. To date over 3,000 species of their fish have been described - more than in the 
whole of ____ Atlantic Ocean.

25. Yet before he could face the long passage across ____ Indian Ocean food was 
wanted-water too.

26. What lives in ____ Dead Sea?

27. Come away with me to ____ Java.

28. A week-end invitation to a houseboat on ____ Thames was secured.

29. We were now amongst the vegetation in the lake of ____ Meshtcherski, which was 
fed by ____ Volga.

30. That is not ____ Suez Canal.

31. I remember once we were in ____ Jamaica together.

32. Beyond the still in ____ Bosporus and ____ Dardanelles surged ____ Mediterranean.

33. I'd like to swim ____ English Channel too.

34. ____ Vesuvius is never going to erupt.

35. Beyond ____ Straits of ____ Gibraltar, ____ Atlantic smashed against the shores of 
____ Europe.

36. That is the source of ____ Nile.

37. Oh, ____ Southern peninsula's beautiful.

38. Yes, yes, round ____ Cape of ____ Good Hope is the shortest way to Nantucket.

39. None of ____ five Great Lakes is entirely in ____ Canada you see.

40. I used to go fishing on ____ Lake Ontario.

41. I was in ____ Virgin Islands once.

42. What's that about ____ Bahamas now?

43. He died in ____ Falkland Islands, researching a new book.

44. Twenty thousand of our troops will meet them near ____ Apennines.

45. If you look out the window, you'll see ____ Rocky Mountains!

46. I always look for that picture of ____ Mount Fuji.

47. That means that ____ Urals are on the sea!

48. Then we are walking towards ____ Himalayas.

49. From now on, I only drink pinot noir from ____ Willamette Valley.

50. The only direction left open to them was ____ Namib Desert.

51. Paul started by heading south into ____ Arabian Desert.

52. They had cheesy western names like ____ Monument Valley and Little Big Horn.

53. This isn't ____ Gulf of Aden.

54. Well, you fell into ____ San Francisco Bay.
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Ответы на тест на артикль the с 
географическими названиями
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